Triggerguard, sand cast brass, only ................................#TG-MA-90-B
This triggerguard is an early design, used by the Rupp family and other gunmakers of Allentown - Bethlehem, and the Lehigh Valley. The sculptured curved shape of this guard is apparently derived from earlier Germanic Jaeger hunting rifle triggerguard styles. Notice the thickened lug at the front of the bow, to permit mounting a sling swivel if desired. This feature was found on European hunting and military rifles. Early triggerguards retained the lug, but omitted the swivel. We offer the swivel, sold separately.
#TG-MA-90-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $10.50

Triggerguard, sand cast brass or nickel silver .......... #TG-E-51-B or
This small casting is possibly a Lebanon, Lancaster County, or similar style guard. This petite little triggerguard will be perfect on a small bore game rifle, a lady's rifle or a boy's rifle. Select a nice single trigger, or very closely spaced double set triggers.
#TG-E-51-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $14.50
#TG-E-51-S triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver only $15.50

Triggerguard, sand cast brass ............................................#TG-MA-61-B
A sand cast brass copy of an original Bethlehem or Lehigh County style guard. This style was used by gunmakers of the Albright family. Very malleable, we recommend that you anneal our brass castings if you must bend them. Straightening can be done cold, without annealing.
#TG-MA-61-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $10.50